In the second calculation, the July 1973 temperature profile was used as an initial condition, and Equation (I ') was again integrated, this time simulating a time period of one year.
The movie shows how a number of different ice masses grow from zero thickness to either steady state or a p eriodically surging state depending on the input. Typical examples of real surging ice masses from the small to the large are closely matched by the model in many effects such as the p eriod, du-ration, and speed of the surges, as well as the length and thickness changes .
A preliminary study for the surging potential of a flow line in eas t Antarctica is also made even though the full temperature modelling is not included . The results indicate that p eriodic surging of the ice sheet can develop in spite of the exp ected high viscosity. The r esultant surface profile is very similar to the m easured profile. For much 10Wel" viscosities steady-state, fast-sliding, ice-stream flow develops.
